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Abstract 
The notion of reductivity of a relation with respect to a datatype is introduced and related to 
inductivity and initial&y. The use of reductivity in constructing terminating programs is discussed. 
A calculus of reductivity, discussed in more detail in a companion paper, is introduced. 
0. Introduction 
A well-established method of designing while statements involves a loop invariant 
coupled with a loop variant and a test for termination: the desired postcondition is 
decomposed into the invariant and the termination condition, and the loop body is 
designed to maintain the invariant whilst making progress towards the termination 
condition by ensuring that at each iteration the variant function is decreased. 
In this paper we discuss how to extend the methodology of choosing variant func- 
tions so as to include the iteration structure as part and parcel of the methodology. 
That is, we discuss the design of not just while statements, where the iteration struc- 
ture is linear, but also, for example, divide and conquer algorithms, where the iteration 
structure is non-linear. (Non-linear iteration schemes are commonly known as “recur- 
sion schemes” in the computing science literature. We use the words “iteration” and 
“recursion” synonymously.) The contribution of the paper is to formulate a notion of 
reductivity, generalising the notion of decreasing a variant function. 
Our work is a contribution to the development of what has recently been dubbed 
“polytypic” programming. Polytypic programming is the methodology of designing 
programs that are parameterised by datatypes. The fundamental notions underlying the 
methodology, of which reductivity is one, are thus also so parameterised. Although the 
name “polytypic” programming has only recently come into being the principal ideas 
began to crystallize around the beginning of the nineties, and are evident in several 
published papers [2,5,7-9, 121. 
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The current paper is complementary to the paper presented at the 1995 MPC con- 
ference [3]. The latter paper was primarily concerned with presenting a reductivity 
calculus and not so much emphasis was placed on motivating the notion. In this paper 
the goal is primarily to motivate the notion in the context of program design and the 
reductivity calculus is only mentioned where it is needed to justify some claim. 
We motivate the notion of reductivity by showing how it is a generalisation of 
the notion of “initiality” of an algebra. Indeed, in addition to reductivity we consider 
“inductivity” and “well-foundedness” as alternative generalisations of initiality and we 
argue why reductivity is the most appropriate to program construction. (The terms 
in inverted commas are all relative to a datatype and thus are themselves polytypic 
generalisations of more standard notions. Their precise definitions are given later.) 
In order to make the paper accessible to as broad an audience as possible we intro- 
duce all the notions we need more or less from scratch even where these notions are 
“well-known” (to particular sections of the computing science community). In partic- 
ular, we introduce the notions of “relator”, “algebra” and “initial algebra”. These are 
introduced with the aid of examples rather than with precise formal definitions. We 
begin with relators and algebras. 
1. Relators and algebras 
1.1. Preliminaries 
Before we can properly begin we need to introduce some notational conventions. 
For us, a (non-deterministic) program is an input-output relation. The convention 
we use when defining relations is that the input is on the right and the output on the 
left. The convention is thus that used in functional programming and not that used in 
sequential programming. For example, the relation < on numbers is a program that 
maps a number into one smaller than itself. The function succ is the relation between 
natural numbers such that ~(SUCC)~ equivales m =n+l. It is thus the program that 
maps a natural number into its successor. 
A relation is a set of ordered pairs; the “state space” from which the elements of 
each pair are drawn will remain anonymous. The identity, empty and universal relations 
are denoted by I, IL and TT, respectively. (We use this notation for the empty and 
universal relations because the conventional notation T for the universal relation is 
easily confused with T, a sans serif letter T, particularly in hand-written documents.) 
The union and intersection of two relations R and S are denoted by RUS and RfLS, 
respectively. Relations are ordered by set inclusion denoted in the conventional way 
by the infix C operator. 
We write x(R)y if the pair (x, y) is an element of relation R. We use a raised infix 
dot to denote relational composition. Thus R*S denotes the composition of relations R 
and S (the relation defined by x(R*S)z equivales 3(y:: x(R)y A y(S)z)). The converse 
of relation R is denoted by Ru. Thus, x(Ru)y equivales y(R)x. 
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We use an infix dot to denote function application. Thus f . x denotes application 
of function f to argument X. Functions are particular sorts of relations; a relation f 
is functional if y(f)n and z(f)x together imply that y=z. If this is the case we 
write f . x for the unique y such that y( f )x. Note that functionality of relation f is 
equivalent to the property f*fu C I. 
Relations contained in the identity relation will be called monotypes. (Others use the 
terminology partial identity relation or coreJexiue.) By convention, we use R, S, T 
to denote arbitrary relations and A, B and C to denote monotypes. A monotype A thus 
has the property that if x(A) y then x = y. Clearly, the monotypes are in one to one 
correspondence with the subsets of the state space; we shall exploit this correspondence 
by identifying subsets of the state space with the monotypes. Specifically, by an abuse 
of notation, we write XEA for x(A)x (on condition that A is a monotype). We also 
identify monotypes with predicates, particularly when discussing induction principles 
(which are traditionally formulated in terms of predicates rather than sets). So we 
shall say “x has property A” meaning formally that x(A)x. Continuing this abuse of 
notation, we use 7A to denote the monotype containing just those elements not in 
A. Thus, x(~A)y equivales the conjunction of x=y and not x(A)x. A final, important 
remark about monotypes is that their composition coincides with their intersection. That 
is, for monotypes A and B, A-B = AflB. 
Each relation has a canonical typing given by the left and right domain operators. 
The left domain of relation R, denoted Rc, is a monotype defined by 
XER< = 3(y::x(R)y) . 
The right domain of R is the left domain of Ru. The left domain of R is the set of 
possible outputs of R and its right domain is the set of possible inputs. We write 
R EA N B whenever A*R=R= R* B. The domain operators are “canonical” in the 
sense that 
REANB E ReCAAR>CB . 
The expression A N B is thus a typing of relation R and Rc N Ra is a minimal typing: 
R E A N B means that the outputs of R are all included in the set A and its inputs are 
all included in the set B. 
Computing scientists use the terminology “weakest liberal precondition of statement 
R with respect to postcondition A” for the the weakest condition B guaranteeing that 
R will map any input satisfying B into an output value satisfying A. We write RiA 
rather than the more usual w1p.R.A. Formally, the wlp operator, \, is defined by the 
Galois connection 
(R-B)< CA E B c R+A , 
for all relations R and monotypes A and B. We call the function B H (R-B)< the lower 
adjoint and the function A H RiA the upper adjoint of this Galois connection. At point 
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level the meaning of RiA is given by 
XE R+A = V(y: y(R)x: YEA) . 
For more discussion of the domain operators and weakest liberal preconditions the 
reader is referred to the companion paper [3]. 
Our precedence conventions are as follows. Unary operators always take precedence 
over binary operators. The precedence of the binary operators begins at the bottom end 
with the logical operators (-, +, etc. , with their conventional relative precedence) 
followed by the set operators I-I, U and C (again with the conventional relative prece- 
dence) and concluded by the weakest liberal precondition operator and the composition 
operator which has the highest precedence. Other operators introduced later in the paper 
have higher precedence than composition. 
1.2. Relators 
The informal notion of an algebra is presumably well-known to the reader. Examples 
are monoids, groups, rings, vector spaces, etc. A specific example of an algebra is the 
set of natural numbers with operations zero and successor. 
In Universal Algebra an algebra is defined as a set, called the carrier of the algebra, 
together with a number of finitary operations on the set. In Category Theory a more 
abstract definition is given in which the algebraic structure is made prominent in the 
form of a so-calledfunctor. In this paper we employ the notion of a “relator” instead of 
a functor. A relator is in one sense a specialisation and in another sense a generalisation 
of the categorical notion of a functor; the exact relationship between the two notions 
is not of relevance to this paper. 
It is straightforward to demonstrate the relevance of relators to programming, so we 
can be quite brief in our discussion. 
If one tries to understand the notion of “datatype” as it is used in programming, 
then, in the first instance, one is likely to identify the notion with the notion of a set 
_ thus in our terminology a monotype. For example, the set of natural numbers is a 
monotype. Also, the set of lists of natural numbers is a monotype. But “list” is not a 
datatype according to this definition - rather, as the example just given illustrates, “list” 
is a monotype transformer (i.e. a function from monotypes to monotypes). Since we 
want to regard “list” (and “tree”, “forest”, “heap”, etc.) as a datatype, let us postulate 
that a datatype is a monotype transformer rather than a monotype. This still allows us 
to consider monotypes themselves as datatypes if we are prepared to always identify 
a monotype, A, with the constant function that maps any monotype into A. In other 
words, there is a natural (l-l) embedding of the monotypes in the datatypes. 
The datatypes used in computing science are such that the monotype obtained by 
applying a datatype to a monotype (for instance the monotype List.Nat obtained by 
applying List to Nat) is a class of structures containing elements. This means that 
it is possible to “map” functions and relations elementwise over the elements of a 
structure. Taking the example of lists (where the terminology “map” comes from), for 
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each relation R of type A-B there is a relation map.R of type ListA N List.B such 
that two lists stand in the relation map.R to each other if and only if they have the 
same length and corresponding elements are related to each other by the relation R. 
That is, for lists [a, b, c,. .] and [z, y,x,. . .] of the same length, 
[a,b,c,...l (mw.R) [Z,YJ ,... ] 5 a(R)zAb(R)yAc(R)xA... . 
Characteristic of the function map are four properties: it is monotonic (with respect 
to set inclusion), it commutes with (relational) converse, it distributes over (relational) 
composition, and applied to the identity relation on set A it yields the identity relation 
on ListA. The first three of these properties can be stated directly in relation algebra. 
In addition, in relation algebra where monotypes can be identified with partial identity 
relations, the fact that a monotonic function maps (partial) identity relations into (par- 
tial) identity relations is easily expressed by the requirement that the identity relation 
on the universe of values is mapped into a subset of itself. These four properties form 
the notion of a relator. 
Definition 1. A relator is a function, F, from relations to relations satisfying the four 
properties: 
(converse) F.(Ru) = (F.R)u , 
(composition) F.(R*S) = F.R*F.S , 
(monotonicity) F.R C_ FS X= R C S , 
(identity) F.Z C: I 
It is straightforward to establish from the definition that a relator maps monotypes 
to monotypes, i.e. F.A &I + A C I, and functions to functions, i.e. 
Also, if A is a monotype then the constant function 2 (defined by A.R = A) is a relator. 
Less straightforward to establish (but nevertheless do-able) is that relators commute 
with the domain operators (i.e. F.(R<)=(F.R)< and F.(R>)=(F.R)>). This is another 
way of saying that if relation R has type ANB then F.R has type FA TV F.B. 
From now on, rather than use the notation map.R we use the notation List.R. List.R 
is thus a relation holding between two lists whenever they have equal length and 
corresponding elements are related by R. In particular, letting Nat denote the partial 
identity relation on the natural numbers, ListNat is the identity relation on lists of 
natural numbers. That is, List maps the monotype Nat to the monotype ListNat. 
Summarising this subsection we shall, for the purposes of this paper, identify the 
notion of a datatype with that of a relator. 
1.3. Algebras 
Having defined the notion of a relator, the notion of an algebra has a very compact 
definition: if F is a relator then an F-algebra is a relation R such that F.R< C R>. The 
left domain of an F-algebra is called the carrier of the algebra. 
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In conventional terms an algebra consists of a monotype, A, - the carrier of the 
algebra - and a functional relation, R, such that R E A N F. A and R> = F. A. Our def- 
inition relaxes several conditions in this definition. The most important relaxation is 
that partiality and non-determinacy are both admitted. Thus we do not demand func- 
tionality. Less significant is that we do not require the right domain to have the form 
F.A for some A. It turns out that this requirement is not needed, although in practice 
the requirement is always satisfied. (In fact, advanced texts on Universal Algebra relax 
the conditions in the same way.) 
We shall also need the notion of an F-coalgebra: a relation is said to be an F- 
coalgebra if and only if its converse is an F-algebra. 
The compactness of the definition of an algebra can be disconcerting at first sight. 
How does the definition capture the idea that an algebra includes a number ofjinitary 
operations? The key to this question is the use of two binary relators, disjoint sum and 
Cartesian product. 
The disjoint sum A+B of the sets A and B consists of elements of the form tagO.x 
and tag 1 .y where x is an element taken from A and y is an element taken from B. The 
tagging operations are such that it is decidable whether an element z in A+B has the 
form tag0.x or the form tag1.y. Furthermore, it must be possible to strip the tag from 
its argument. In other words, the two tagging operations must each have an inverse. 
As a consequence, it is possible to distinguish between the two cases “z represents an 
element of A” and “z represents an element of B”. 
Disjoint sum can be axiomatised in relation algebra by postulating the existence 
of a sum generator, v, mapping pairs of relations to a relation; auxiliary defini- 
tions are the cogenerator, v, which is defined to be the converse conjugate of the 
generator, 
Uov=(UurVu)u )  (1) 
the tags, tag0 and tag I, which are special cases of the generator, 
tagO=ZvlL A tagl=llrZ , 
and disjoint sum, defined by 
(2) 
R+S = (tagO*R)v(tagl*S) . (3) 
(We omit the axioms relating these operators since they are not explicitly used in the 
paper. ) 
Operator v “generates” disjoint sums in the sense that when applied to relations 
with the same right domain it constructs a relation between the disjoint sum of the left 
domains of the argument relations and the common right domain: 
RIS E A+BwC whenever R E AwC and SE B-C . 
Informally, its interpretation is: nondeterministically decide whether to apply R or S 
and after the application tag the result to indicate which choice was made. Formally, 
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this boils down to 
RIS = (tagO*R)U(tagl*S) 
Disjoint sum RfS , with typing 
R+S E A+BwC+D for REANC and SEBND , 
is to be interpreted as “apply to each element”. That is: first untag, then apply the 
proper argument of the sum, then tag again (with the same tag). 
Disjoint sum is a binary rehtor. That is, converse commutes with disjoint sum 
(equally the converse conjugate operator is the identity function on disjoint sums), 
disjoint sum distributes over composition in the sense that 
(R+S)*(U+V)=(R-u)+(s-V) 
for all relations R, S, U and V, disjoint sum is monotonic in both arguments, and 
finally 
To see how disjoint sum can be used to encode a number of operations let us consider 
the algebra with carrier the natural numbers, Nat, and operations zero and succ (suc- 
cessor). First, the constant zero can be seen as a function from the unit set Al (the set 
containing exactly one anonymous element) to Nat; second, WCC is a function of type 
NateNat. Now we can combine these two functions into one of type Nat tll+Nat. 
Their combination zeroosucc has the two characteristic properties 
zeroosucc ??tag0 = zero and zeroosucc-tag1 = succ 
In other words, zerovsucc is a case statement: depending on whether its supplied 
argument is tagged by tag0 or by tag1 it applies the function zero or the function 
succ. 
Now (II+) is a relator (in general fixing one of the arguments of a binary relator to 
be a monotype results in a unary relator). So the pair zerovsucc is a (a+)-algebra 
with carrier Nat. 
Another instance of a (a+)-algebra is truevnot with carrier Bool, where Boo1 is 
the two-element set {T,F}, true is the function of type BooltlI that is constantly T, 
and not is the function that maps T to F and F to T. 
To encode operations of arity greater than one the Cartesian product relator is used. 
Like disjoint sum, this binary relator is axiomatised in relation algebra by postulating 
the existence of a product generator, A, mapping pairs of relations to a relation; the 
corresponding auxiliary operators are the cogenerator, A, defined to be the converse 
conjugate of the generator, 
U~V=(uuA Vu), , 
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the projections, out0 and outl, which are special cases of the cogenerator, 
out0 = ZATi- A out1 = TrN ) 
and Cartesian product, defined by 
RxS = (R*outO)a(S*outl) . 
(Again we omit the axioms relating these operators since they are not explicitly used 
in the paper.) 
The product generator is such that (x, y)(Rd) z e q uivales x(R)z and y(S)z; the action 
of R& is thus to generate a pair (an element of a Cartesian product type) from a single 
value. The product RxS behaves like a parallel composition of R and S; it maps a 
pair to a pair such that (u,u)(RxS)(x,y) equivales u(R)x and v(S)y. 
Now suppose A is a monotype. Then we can define a relator, F, by 
F.R = l+(A x R). 
Interpreting this informally, on sets (monotypes) F maps set B to the set l+(AxB), 
and on functions F maps f to the function idI + (idA x f). If f has type B+C the 
function idI + (idA x f) has type fi+(A xB) t fl+(A x C). In the case that the argument 
to idI + (id,,, x f) is an element of the 0th component of the disjoint sum the function 
is the identity function. In the other case, after stripping off the tag a pair is obtained; 
the function maps this pair into a tagged pair, the left component being a copy of 
the given left component and the right component being obtained from the given right 
component by applying the function f. 
An example of a (n+(Zx))-algebra is nilvcons. Here List.Z is the set of all finite 
lists and nibcons is the function with domain Ilt(ZxList.1) and range List.1 that 
maps an element of the unit type to the empty list and a pair consisting of an element 
a and a list 1 to the list acons 1 formed by adding (“cons”ing in Lisp jargon) a to 
the front of the list 1. 
An example of a (n+(Natx))-algebra is zerovadd where add adds two numbers 
together. 
I. 4. Initial algebras 
Of the two (a+)-algebras mentioned earlier - zerovsucc and truevnot - the former 
is rather special because zero and succ are the constructors of the datatype Nat; it is a 
so-called initial (a+)-algebra. Similarly, the algebra nilvcons is an initial (ll+(Zx))- 
algebra. 
There are several equivalent definitions of an initial algebra. In this section we present 
a definition borrowed from category theory. Alternative definitions are presented later 
as part of the search for a suitable definition of reductivity. 
When we define a relation on the natural numbers (i.e. a relation with right domain 
the natural numbers and arbitrary left domain) we often do so by induction on the 
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structure of the natural numbers: we say which values are related to 0 and we say 
how to form values related to n+l given knowledge about those values related to n. 
That such information uniquely characterises the relation we want to define is what 
makes zerovsucc an initial algebra. For example, the predicate even is uniquely 
characterised by the fact that 0 is even and n+l is not even if and only if n is even. 
Formally, we can write the definition of even as two equations: 
even ??zero = true and even ??succ = not ??even . 
Better still, using the disjointness of disjoint sum (specifically, RoS = ToU equivales 
R=T and S=U), these two equations can be combined into one: 
(evetwero) v (evemsucc) = true v (not-even) . 
“Defusing” this equation (using R*(SvT) = (R-S) v (R-T) on the left side and 
(R-S) v (To U) = (Ro T) ??(S+ U) on the right side, the so-called fusion properties) we 
obtain 
even ??zerovsucc = trueonot ?? ll+even . 
In this form the three components of the equation are readily identified: the relator 
(n+), and the two (II+)-algebras zerovsucc and truevnot. 
In the same way, a relation on lists is uniquely defined if we say which elements 
are related to the empty list and which elements are related to a list that is the “cons” 
of an element with a list. For example, the relation prefixes is uniquely characterised 
by the two equations 
nill(prefixes)nill 
(where nil1 denotes the empty list) and 
x(prefixes)(a cons y) E x = nill V 3(z: x =a cons z: z(prefixes)y) . 
Expressed as one, point-free equation this is 
prefixes-nilocons = nilv(niblTucons)-ll+(lxprefixes) . 
(In order to be formally correct we have used nill to denote the empty list and nil 
to denote the function with right domain ll that returns the value nill.) Again we 
recognise a relator and two algebras: in this case the relator is (Il+(Zx)) and the two 
(1+(1x))-algebras are nibcons and nil v(nibTTUcons). 
The categorical definition of an initial algebra generalises from these two examples. 
Definition 2. An F-algebra, R, is said to be initial if there is a function S++{SJ map- 
ping F-algebras to relations such that, for all F-algebras S and all relations X E SC N R<, 
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The equivalence in Definition 2 can be read as two implications. The implication 
from left to right states that the equation X ??R = S ??FX in the unknown X E SC N Rc 
has at least one solution; the implication from right to left states that the equation has 
at most one solution. The equivalence thus states that the equation has exactly one 
solution, namely [SD. 
As mentioned earlier, zeroosucc is an initial (a+)-algebra and nibcons is an initial 
(11+(Zx))-algebra. We shall not prove these facts here; their validity will emerge from 
the alternative characterisations of initiality given in the next section. 
2. Induction principles 
Initiality of an algebra is a well-known and well-studied property but it is also a 
highly restrictive property. There are many algebras of interest that are not in any sense 
initial. In this section and the next we explore three generalisations of initiality, which 
we call “inductivity”, “reductivity” and “well-foundedness”. 
In the next subsection we recall a well-known property of initial algebras, the so- 
called “no junk and no confusion” property. It is this property that we want to abandon 
in the generalisation process. What is left over is an induction principle; our goal is to 
identify the formulation which is the most appropriate for programming applications. 
Inductivity, reductivity and well-foundedness are three contenders. Formally, if an al- 
gebra has the no junk and no confusion property then being inductive, reductive or 
well-founded are all equivalent properties; moreover, the conjunction of the no junk and 
no confusion property with inductivity, reductivity or well-foundedness is equivalent 
to initiality. 
2.1. No junk and no confusion 
The Peano definition of the natural numbers consists of two parts: the fact that 
zero and succ construct the natural numbers, and an induction principle (simple 
mathematical induction). In this subsection we consider what it means to “construct” 
the natural numbers. In the next subsection we formulate the notion of 
inductivity. Like the preceding sections, this section belongs to the “well-known” 
material. 
The sense in which zero and WCC “construct” the natural numbers is commonly 
split into two conditions, the so-called “no-junk” and “no-confusion” properties. 
The former property is that Nat, the carrier of zerovsucc, contains no “junk”, i.e. 
elements not constructed by zero or SUCC. In other words, zerovsucc is onto Nat. 
The latter property is that there is no “confusion” about how elements of Nat are 
constructed, i.e. zeroosucc is an invertible function. (It is always possible to differen- 
tiate between zero and a number that is a successor of another, and between numbers 
that are successors of different numbers.) 
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The combination of the no junk and no confusion properties is that zerovsucc is a 
bijection between Nat and ll+Nat. This is a necessary condition for an algebra to be 
initial (and known to category theoreticians as “Lambek’s lemma” [6]). 
Lemma 3 (Lambek’s Lemma). An initial F-algebra with carrier A is a bijection be- 
tween F.A and A. 
As mentioned in the introduction to this section, it is this property of initial algebras 
that we want to abandon. That is, we seek a property that when conjoined with this 
bijectivity property is equivalent to initiality. In the remaining subsections we formulate 
the notions of inductivity and reductivity with respect to a datatype. Our approach is 
pragmatic: we consider standard examples of induction principles and formulate those 
principles in relation algebra. 
2.2. Inductivity 
Our goal in this section is to abstract from the principle of simple mathemat- 
ical induction in order to obtain a general notion of inductivity with respect to a 
datatype. 
The principle of simple mathematical induction can be expressed informally as: a 
property is true of all natural numbers if it is an invariant of zerovsucc. By this 
we mean that the property is established by zero - a property is an “invariant” of a 
constant function if the result of the function satisfies the property - and the property 
is an invariant of succ if the function succ maps numbers satisfying the property to 
numbers also satisfying the property. 
The question we have to tackle is how to generalise the notion of “invariance” to 
an arbitrary F-algebra. We propose calling a monotype B an invariant of F-algebra R 
iff 
(R*F.B)< 2 B. 
Equivalently, in the predicate calculus, B is an invariant of F-algebra R iff 
V(x: 3(y: x(R) y: y E F.B): XEB). 
We call this property an invariance property because it expresses the idea that an F- 
structure (y) all of whose elements satisfy property B (y E F.B) is mapped by R into 
a value (x) also satisfying B (xEB). 
Our notion of an F-algebra, R, “admitting induction”, or being “inductive” with 
respect to F, is that it is possible to deduce that the carrier of R satisfies some property 
B whenever B is a invariant of the algebra. 
Definition 4. An F-algebra, R, is said to be F-inductive if, for all B C Rc, 
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Equivalently, in the predicate calculus, 
V(x::xEB) -+ V(x: 3(y: x(R)y: y EF.B): XEB). 
(Here the dummy x in both quantifications ranges over R<.) 
We leave the reader to check that zeroosucc being (n-t)-inductive is equivalent to 
the principle of simple mathematical induction. 
Another example of F-inductivity is provided by lists. Suppose F is the relator that 
maps X to n+(r+(XxX)) and R the function nilv(zojoin) where z maps a value into 
a singleton list and join joins two lists into one list. Then R is F-inductive. Indeed, 
this is precisely the statement that a property is true of a list if it is true of the empty 
list, all singleton lists, and the join of any two lists which themselves have the given 
property. 
The last example provides evidence that F-inductivity is not so useful for guaran- 
teeing termination of programs. It can be shown that the equation 
X ?? nilv(zvjoin) = R ?? ll+(Z+(XxX)) 
in the unknown X E R< N List.Z has a unique solution for all R. The relation 
(nilv(mjoin))u does not however necessarily decrease the length of a list since the 
join of two empty lists is again an empty list. Trying to “execute” this equation (by 
interpreting it as defining X on the empty list, on a singleton list and on the join of 
two lists) may thus result in a non-terminating computation. 
2.3. Reductivity 
By an elementary monotonicity argument, it is easy to see that if B is an invariant of 
zero+ >) then B is an invariant of zerovsucc. Since zerovsucc is (I+)-inductive 
it follows that zero+ >) is also (a+)-inductive. 
Our reason for being interested in the inductivity of zero+ >) is that we want to 
explain the principle of strong mathematical induction in terms of a general property 
satisfied by zero+ >). (Recall that in a proof by strong mathematical induction the 
induction hypothesis is that all numbers below the number in question have the hy- 
pothesised property.) The fact that zerov( >) is (ll+)-inductive does not, however, 
correspond to the principle of strong mathematical induction. It corresponds to the 
statement that a property is true for all natural numbers if it can be proved for zero 
and for all larger numbers, n, under the assumption that the property holds for some 
number below n. 
The simplicity of the step from (a+)-inductivity of zerovsucc to (n-t)-inductivity 
of zerov( > ) suggests a strategy for defining an alternative notion of inductivity. What 
we seek is a notion of “inductivity” in which the roles of zerovsucc and zero+ >) 
are turned around: From the fact that zero+ >) gives rise to an induction principle it 
should be straightforward to observe that zerovsucc does so too. 
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We can turn the roles around by postulating a notion that is anti-monotonic in the 
relation R rather than monotonic as is the case for F-inductivity. The theory of Galois 
connections gives a clue how to do this. Noting that the function mapping A to (R ??A)< 
is monotonic in R, it is an elementary fact that its upper adjoint - the function mapping 
A to RJA - is anti-monotonic in R. The general idea is thus to define a notion dual 
to inductivity by simply replacing one function by its upper adjoint. 
For technical reasons the execution of this idea is a little more complicated. One com- 
plication is that we consider the function mapping monotypes B under R> to (R ??B)< 
That is, we impose a domain restriction on the function. It is this function that we 
replace by its upper adjoint - the function mapping monotype B under Rc to R> ??R{ B. 
The second complication is that we define the notion on co-algebras rather than on 
algebras. (This is motivated by issues yet to be discussed.) 
Definition 5. An F-coalgebra, R, is said to be F-reductive if, for all B C R>, 
Equivalently, in the predicate calculus, 
V(X::XEB) + V(x: Qy: y(R)x: y E F.B): x&3) . 
(Here the dummy x in both quantifications ranges over the right domain of R.) 
We recommend that the reader compare the definition of F-inductivity of relation R 
with F-reductivity of the converse of R noting how one function has been replaced by 
its upper adjoint in the point-free definition (equivalently, how an existential quantifi- 
cation has been replaced by a universal quantification). 
(Note that Definition 5 is not one of those mentioned in [3]. The equivalence is 
easily established using the techniques illustrated in the latter paper. The definition 
given here has been chosen to facilitate the comparison with inductivity.) 
A proof that zerouv (<) (the converse of zeroo( >)) is (Il+)-reductive proceeds 
as follows. We first observe the lemmas 
(RvS)+(A+B) = RiA*SJB and zerouiIl = I . 
(Both of these are straightforward calculations.) Thus, 
(zeroU.( <)){(ll+A) = (<){A 
and 
zerou v ( < ) is (ll+)-reductive 
z 1 definition 5, (zerou v ( < ))> = Nat } 
V(A: A&Nat: NatcA + Nat*(zerour(<))j(II+A) c A) 
= - { above } 
V(A: ALNat: NatcA + Nat*(<)JA C_A) . 
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But the latter is the principle of strong mathematical induction. (Specifically, it is the 
statement that 
V(A: A C Nat: V(m:: MA) +V(m: k~‘(n: n < m: PEA): MA)) 
where the dummies m and n range over the natural numbers.) Thus we have shown 
that the (ll+)-reductivity of zero” v ( < ) is equivalent to the principle of strong math- 
ematical induction. (Our reductivity calculus allows in addition a derivation of strong 
mathematical induction from first principles. Including it here would, however, be a 
bit overdone.) 
We have argued that inductivity is not the correct generalisation of the notion of an 
initial algebra because it does not capture termination properties. The example we used 
to support our argument was the inductive relation nilv(zojoin). The converse of this 
relation is not reductive. To see why, take B in Definition 5 to be the set containing 
just the empty list. Clearly, not every list is an element of B. But with R equal to 
(nilo(sojoin))u and F.B equal to ll+(Z+(BxB)) it is the case that 
tQ: V(y: y(R)x: y E F. B):xEB) 
(in words, every list that is constructed by the function nilo(mjoin) and is the join 
of two empty lists is itself an empty list). 
There are of course circumstances when the notions of inductivity and reductivity 
coincide. In particular, we have: 
Theorem 6. Zf R is a bijection between Rc and F.Rc then 
Ru is F-reductive G R is F-inductive. 
More generally, the converse of any injective F-inductive relation is F-reductive and 
the converse of any F-reductive relation R such that Rc = F. R> is F-inductive. 
Recalling that R is an initial F-algebra if and only if it is a bijection between R< 
and F. R< and it is F-inductive, it follows that R is an initial F-algebra if and only if 
it is a bijection between Rc and F. R< and Ru is F-reductive. Thus, for initial algebras 
reductivity and inductivity are indistinguishable. 
3. Well foundedness 
We have argued in the previous section that inductivity and reductivity are equivalent 
notions for initial algebras but not (necessarily) equivalent otherwise. We have also 
presented one argument why reductivity is a more appropriate notion to study, namely 
that reductivity rather than inductivity captures the notion of strong mathematical in- 
duction. In addition we have argued that inductivity does not guarantee termination 
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properties. In this section we want to argue that reductivity does guarantee termination 
in the context of a broad class of programs. 
Characteristic of the definition of the initial&y of an algebra is the uniqueness re- 
quirement on the solution of certain equations. Unicity is also evident in the notion of 
well-foundedness of a relation: a relation R is well-founded if and only if the equation 
X:: X=X*R has the unique solution X= II (See, for example, [lo].) This suggests 
that we try to generalise the notion of well-foundedness (to well-foundedness with re- 
spect to a datatype) by focussing on this aspect of initiality. We shall indeed show 
that initiality of an F-algebra can be characterised by a combination of bijectivity (the 
no confusion and no junk properties mentioned earlier) and a unicity property in such 
a way that when F is the identity relator the unicity property is equivalent to the 
conventional notion of well-foundedness. We shall also observe, however, that the pro- 
posed notion of well-foundedness does not guarantee termination of programs whereas 
reductivity does. In this way we hope to provide more evidence for the importance of 
reductivity. 
At this stage in our work we have only investigated the notions of well-foundedness 
and reductivity in the context of a certain (broad) class of equations. The motivation 
for considering this class of equations is presented in the next subsection. 
3.1. Hylo equations 
The statement R ; while A do S ; T consisting of a while statement, initialisation, R, 
and finalisation, T, corresponds to the relation 
The imperative style of designing such a decomposition of specification X consists of 
first designing an invariant, Y, finalisation, T, and termination condition, TA, such that 
T-TA*YCX . _ 
(The finalisation is not usually made explicit in programming texts. In the case that 
the invariant, Y, is obtained from the specification, X, by the technique of “replacing 
a constant by a variable” the finalisation is a projection from the state space of the 
program onto the output variables. Indeed, it is typically the case that the finalisation 
is a projection or other simple transformation of the state space.) 
The next step is to design the loop body, S, so that Y is indeed maintained invariant. 
That is, we design S so that 
The third step is to design the initialisation, R, to establish the invariant, i.e. so that 
RCY . 
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The design method used in functional programming is somewhat different. First, in the 
general case, some preprocessing, R, is done to transform the given specification, X, 
to a specification, Z, that has a recursive solution. That is, we design Z and R so that 
Z*RcX , 
Next, a case analysis is performed on Z to identify a base case and a recursive case. 
That is, we design T, A and S such that 
T*TA C 2 
(the base case) and 
Z*S*ACZ 
Common to both solution strategies is that the specification, X, is refined into T, A, S 
and R such that 
T-lA*(S*A)**R CX . 
The difference resides in the two parsings of the left side of this inequality as 
(TOTA) ?? ((S*A)**R) 
or as 
(T*lA*(S*A)*) ?? R 
and the fact that U* is the least solution of both the equation 
v:: v =lUU*V (4) 
and the equation 
v:: v-zuv-U . (5) 
The imperative style of programming works backwards from the specification, the 
functional style works forwards to the specification. 
In order to develop a theory that is independent of which programming style is 
adopted it is useful to recognize (4) and (5) as instances of the same general form. 
Specifically, using the fusion properties mentioned earlier, we can rewrite (4) as 
v:: v = zoU*z+v*z~z (6) 
and (5) as 
v:: v =zoz*z+v*z~u (7) 
The general form of these equations is 
V:: V = R-F.V.S (8) 
where R and S are relations and F is a relator. Such equations are called hylo equations 
and the least solution to such an equation is called a hylomorphism. 
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It has been observed that many programs take the form of hylo equations. (See 
[3,8, 1 l] for several examples.) An illuminating insight into the importance of such 
equations is provided by the hylo theorem that the least solution of (8) is the compo- 
sition of the (unique) solution of the equation 
V:: Vein = R.F. V 
after the (unique) solution of the equation 
(9) 
V:: V*out = F. V*S (10) 
where in is any initial F-algebra and out is its inverse. The solution of (9) (called 
a catamorphism) breaks down an element of the carrier of the initial algebra and 
the solution of (10) (called an anamorphism) builds this element up. (Cata and ana 
mean down and up in Greek [8].) The (carrier of the) initial algebra thus acts as an 
intermediate or so-called “virtual” datatype [ 111. 
Two examples of virtual datatypes are provided by while statements and the factorial 
function. In the case of while statements the virtual datatype is an initial (I+)-algebra 
(see (6) or (7)) the carrier of which is isomorphic to Ix Nat - thus an element of the 
carrier is a pair consisting of an element of the state space and a natural number, the 
latter being a “virtual” count of the number of times the loop body is executed. In the 
case of the factorial function, the standard recursive definition can be rewritten in the 
form of the hylo equation: 
n! = idimes*l+(l x n!)*l+(la sucw)*(=O)~(#O) 
The “virtual” datatype is thus a list (an initial Z+(Zx)-algebra) of natural numbers 
from n down to 1 and the hylo theorem states that the factorial of n can be calculated 
by constructing this list (the anamorphism phase) and then multiplying the numbers 
together (the catamorphism phase). 
The design of hylomorphisms combines sequential programming with functional pro- 
gramming. The design of the anamorphism involves the construction of an invariant 
and variant function whilst the construction of the catamorphism is a recursive problem 
decomposition. For example, merge sort consists of two phases. In the first phase a bi- 
nary tree structure is formed with the invariant property that the subtrees are balanced. 
In the second phase the tree is broken down into a sorted list whereby two lists are 
joined by the standard “merging” process. Of course, in the usual implementations of 
merge sort the construction of the tree is “virtual”, i.e. not made explicit. 
3.2. F-well-foundedness 
Well-foundedness of relation R is the property that the equation X:: X=X*R has 
the unique solution X=IL (where IL denotes the empty relation). Equivalently, R is 
well-founded if and only if 
V(S,X:: X = S*X*R = X=-LL) . 
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Taking account of the theorem that an initial F-algebra is a bijection, we also have 
that if R is an initial F-algebra then there is a function SH[SJ such that 
Abstracting from these examples we propose the following definition: 
Definition 7. The relation R is said to be F-well-founded if and only if, for all relations 
S, the equation 
x:: X = S*F.X*R 
has a unique solution. 
By design, R is well-founded (in the conventional sense) if and only if it is id- 
well-founded, where id is the identity relator. Moreover, the converse of any initial 
F-algebra is F-well-founded. A stronger statement can be made: 
Theorem 8. Suppose R is an F-coalgebra that is a bijection between F.R> and R>. 
Then the following are all equivalent: 
(a) R is F-well-founded, 
(b) R is F-reductive, 
(c) Ru is an initial F-algebra. 
(The equivalence between (b) and (c) has already been observed.) 
One of the fundamental properties of reductivity is that it implies well-foundedness. 
This is Theorem 7 of [3]. The converse is not true. Let R be a non-empty, well-founded 
relation (for example the relation succu on natural numbers). Then it is easy to show 
that, for all X and all S, 
X = S*XxX-IAR E X=U. 
The relation InR is thus F-well-founded, where FX =XxX. It is not F-reductive. 
Informally, this is because ZnR constructs a pair from a given element x of which the 
first component is just a copy of x; for the relation to be F-reductive it is required 
that both components are “smaller” than x (i.e. have a “reduced’ size relative to x). 
This example is instructive because it demonstrates that the uniqueness of solutions 
of equations is not the same as a guarantee of termination. “Executing” the equation 
X:: X = SeXxX*IaR 
corresponds to a recursive computation that builds an infinitely branching binary tree 
that is then broken down by the relation S. Each interior node spawns two new nodes, 
one of which is a copy of itself and the other has a value that is “smaller” (i.e. related 
to its own value by the well-founded relation R). Such an execution cannot compute 
a solution to the equation because well-foundedness of R guarantees that the process 
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of spawning a smaller value cannot continue indefinitely. (That is, the only solution 
to the equation is the empty relation.) If, however, the computation is so implemented 
that the copying process is always carried out then the computation will not terminate. 
4. A calculus of reductivity 
Much of the companion paper [3] was about developing a calculus of reductivity - 
that is, calculational rules for constructing basic reductive relations and for transforming 
relations reductive with respect to one relator to relations reductive with respect to 
another relator. It is not the purpose of this paper to repeat those theorems here. A 
brief explanation of the strategy used to derive the calculus is nevertheless in order. 
Our approach throughout this paper has been to try to generalise properties of initial 
algebras by abandoning one condition necessary for an algebra to be initial, namely 
that the algebra be a bijection. We have sought a property of algebras which when 
conjoined with this bijectivity property is equivalent to initiality. In so doing we have 
identified three possible contenders, inductivity, well-foundedness and reductivity, and 
we have argued why reductivity is possibly the most relevant to programming. 
An advantage of this approach is that in further investigations of the properties 
of reductive relations we can always draw upon what is already known about initial 
algebras. In constructing a calculus of reductivity we have drawn upon the fact that 
initial algebras are themselves a generalisation of the notion of a least prefix point in 
lattice theory, and that a calculus of initial algebras can be obtained by generalising 
fixed point calculus [ 11. 
As an elementary example of the sort of properties this leads to we may cite the 
following theorem. (A more sophisticated theorem called the “iterated square theorem” 
has been formulated and proved by Freyd in [4].) In the theory of preorders we have 
the theorem that if the “square” f* of monotonic endofunction f has a least prefix 
point then so does f itself’ . Indeed, the least prefix point of f * is the least prefix 
point of f. The proof consists of showing that the prefix points of f form a subset 
of the prefix points of f* and that the least prefix point of f2 is also a prefix point 
of f. The generalisation of this theorem is that if R is an F-algebra then R ??F.R is 
an F*-algebra; moreover, any initial F-algebra is mapped in this way to an initial F*- 
algebra. (In the general context of category theory the existence of products is needed 
to establish the latter part of this theorem.) 
A concrete instance of this theorem in action is the definition of integer division by 
two: Zero and one divided by two are both zero; n+2 divided by two is equal to n 
divided by two plus one. That this defines division by two uniquely is a straightforward 
application of the fact that if R is an initial F-algebra then R ??F.R is an initial F2- 
algebra. It suffices to instantiate F to (ll+) and R to zeroosucc; then observe that 
zerovsucc ?? ll+(zeroosucc) = zeroo(succ-zero v suc0succ). 
‘,f2 is defined by ,f2.x= f.(,f.x) A p refix point of ,f is a value x such that f.x < x 
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Rather than confine attention to initial algebras we can decompose the theorem into 
two parts. The first part is the rather trivial observation that the mapping R H F.R ??R 
preserves bijectivity properties (“no junk and no confusion”). (F.R and R have been 
reversed for the technical reason that reductivity is a property of co-algebras instead 
of algebras.) The second part is the more interesting: the mapping transforms an F- 
reductive relation into an F*-reductive relation. 
The companion paper [3] makes a start on a systematic study of reductivity transfor- 
mations that can be derived in this way. For a more detailed investigation and proofs of 
all the claims made in this paper the reader is referred to the first author’s forthcoming 
Ph.D. thesis. 
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